
The GENITOR Algorithm and Selection Pressure:Why Rank-Based Allocation of Reproductive Trials is BestDarrell WhitleyComputer Science DepartmentColorado State UniversityFort Collins, CO 80523.whitley@cs.colostate.eduAbstractThis paper reports work done over the past threeyears using rank-based allocation of reproductive trials.New evidence and arguments are presented whichsuggest that allocating reproductive trials according torank is superior to �tness proportionate reproduction.Ranking can not only be used to slow search speed,but also to increase search speed when appropriate.Furthermore, the use of ranking provides a degreeof control over selective pressure that is not possiblewith �tness proportionate reproduction. The use ofrank-based allocation of reproductive trials is discussedin the context of 1) Holland's schema theorem, 2)DeJong's standard test suite, and 3) a set of neuralnet optimization problems that are larger than theproblems in the standard test suite. The GENITORalgorithm is also discussed; this algorithm is speci�callydesigned to allocate reproductive trials according torank.Background and MotivationIn 1985 James Baker reported experiments where re-productive trials were allocated according to the rankof the individual strings in the population rather thanby individual �tness relative to the population average.His results were fairly successful, but seem not to haverevolutionized the way people think about genetic algo-rithms. There are several reasons why his results havenot received as much attention as they perhaps deserve.First, Baker used ranking to slow down convergence:this not only resulted in more accurate optimization,but also slower optimization. The experiments reportedhere indicate that it is also possible to use ranking toachieve faster search on easier optimization problemsand on more di�cult optimizations problems, where areduced but constant selective pressure can yield steadyimprovement resulting in more e�cient optimization.A second reason that ranking has not received moreattention may be the standard test suite itself. Thetest problems are all rather small and relatively easy.It is quite common for researchers to try to solve theseproblems using as few recombinations as possible{or tocompare optimization after some �xed number of re-combinations. These measures can be deceptive. TheGENITOR algorithm shows dramatic increases in per-formance on larger problems such as the neural net ex-periments reported here.A third reason that ranking has probably not receivedmore attention is that it does not at �rst appear to

be consistent with Holland's fundamental theorem ofgenetic algorithms: the schema theorem. The schematheorem predicts changes in the sampling rate for a hy-perplane from generation t to generation t + 1. Thischange satis�es the inequalityP (h; t+ 1) � �1� Pc l(h)L� 1 (1� P (h; t))�FR P (h; t)where h represents a particular hyperplane andP (h; t) indicates the fraction of the population that aremembers of a hyperplane h at time t. FR indicatesthe average �tness of the members of h relative to thepopulation average (the \Fitness Ratio" of hyperplaneh.) The de�ning length of the schema, l(h), includesonly the signi�cant part of the de�ning schema for h. Lis the length of the binary string or \genotype." Pc isthe probability that crossover will be applied (Holland1975).The schema theorem calculates the number of rep-resentations that a particular schema has in the pop-ulation during one generation and calculates the aver-age �tness of the individuals that possess the schema inquestion; this value, which will be referred to as Sf , iscompared to the average �tness of the population, Pf ,to determine the �tness ratio (ie: FR = Sf=Pf ).One of the beauties of genetic search is that there isno need to ever directly manipulate schemata. In actualimplementation the number of trials that any individualreceives during any generation is the individual �tnessIf divided by the average �tness of all the individuals inthe population Pf . Thus If is actually a partial evalua-tion of the 2L� 1 schemata that make up an individualgenotype.The problem with ranking is that it doesn't seem to �twith the schema theorem{but in fact there is no reasonthat FR needs to be calculated as a direct function of If .Instead of using If=Psubf to calculate the �tness ratio,FR = Rank(If ) can be substituted without changingthe intent of the schema theorem. In some ways it isactually more consistent with the schema theorem be-cause it removes the need for other \parameters" thatare used to indirectly control selective pressure that arenot part of the schema theorem.This raises another issue. It can be argued that thereare only two primary factors (and perhaps only two fac-tors) in genetic search: population diversity and selec-tive pressure. These two factors are inversely related.Increasing selective pressure results in a faster loss ofpopulation diversity. Maintaining population diversityo�sets the e�ect of increasing selective pressure. In some1



sense this is just another variation on the idea of explo-ration versus exploitation that has been discussed byHolland and others. Many of the various parametersthat are used to \tune" genetic search are really indi-rect means of a�ecting selective pressure and populationdiversity. As selective pressure is increased, the searchfocuses on the top individuals in the population, butbecause of this \exploitation" genetic diversity is lost.Reducing the selective pressure (or using a larger popu-lation) increases \exploration" because more genotypesand thus more schemata are involved in the search.The research reported in this paper is based on theidea that selective pressure and population diversityshould be controlled as directly as possible. Thebetter one can understand and control the relationshipof population diversity and selective pressure to theparameters used to \tune" a genetic algorithm, themore insight the researcher will gain toward improvinggenetic search. Selective pressure can be simply anddirectly controlled by allocating reproductive trialsaccording to rank.Scaling Problems and RankingFitness proportionate reproduction can sometimeslead to problems when conditions arise where the searchis likely to (1) stagnate because the search lacks selectivepressure, or (2) prematurely converge because selectionhas caused the search to narrow too quickly. The mostusual cause of this is referred to as the \scaling prob-lem." Suppose the genetic algorithm is applied to amaximization problem where the performance values ofgenotypes in the population range from 100 to 1100 withan average of 550 and the �tness ratio is calculated usingindividual �tness over the population average. Initially,the selective pressure toward the top ranked genotype is1100=550 or 2. Suppose this is a su�cient selective pres-sure to keep the search moving forward but so much asto cause premature convergence. However, later in thesearch the range may be 1000 to 1200 with an averageof 1100. Now the selective pressure is only 1200=1100 or1.09, which may not be adequate and the search stag-nates. (These values should not be taken as being pre-cise de�nitions of \appropriate selective pressure;" theyare simply used to indicate that selective pressure canuctuate.) To �x this, we could subtract 1000 from allthe values in the above example, creating an e�ectiverange of 0 to 200, an average of 100, and a selectivepressure of 2.0 again toward the top ranked genotype.Maintaining adequate selective pressure as a populationbecomes more homogeneous is di�cult because thereis less variation in �tness. John Grefenstette's Gene-sis implementation package and user's guide (Grefen-stette 1984) de�nes various \scaling window" optionsthat work in this general fashion. But this represents adeviation from a strict interpretation of the fundamen-tal theorem of genetic algorithms. Ranking is in someways more consistent with the schema theorem becauseit makes it unnecessary to introduce additional param-eters that are not accounted for by the schema theoremin order to control selective pressure. Selective pres-sure remains consistent throughout the search; scalingproblems do not occur and �tness di�erences betweengenotypes can be exploited, regardless of the magnitudeof those di�erences.Baker used ranking in an e�ort to stop prematureconvergence. One cause of premature convergence may

be \super genotypes" that have an unusually high �t-ness ratio and thus dominate the search process; Bakerseems largely concerned with slowing down searchesthat progress too fast because of \super individuals."But ranking completely solves the scaling problem.Consider the following \lock and tumbler" problems(Ackley 1987; Davis 1988, personal communication).Starting at the �rst bit in a genotype, let C be the num-ber of \1's" that occur in some prede�ned sequence. Forexample, if the sequence is 0,1,2,...L, then C would bethe number of consecutive 1's that occurs as a pre�xof the binary encoding. Thus, the string 1111101011...1has C = 5. Notice that 1's which are not part of the ini-tial pre�x do not contribute to the value of C, only thosethat occur before the �rst 0 in the sequence. (The \lock"sequence need not be 0,1,2,...L, but any sequence; e.g.5,20,1,...etc.) The C representing the bit count could bedirectly used as an evaluation function, but suppose thisdid not produce an adequate selection pressure. An-other variation on this would be to use an evaluationfunction where the \evaluation" is C*10, or 50 in thisexample. Yet another possibility is to let the evaluationfunction be C! or 5! in this example. In this case \superindividuals" would be an enormous problem because ofthe relative di�erence in value between individuals withdi�erent evaluations. For a genetic algorithm using �t-ness proportionate reproduction these evaluation func-tions create very di�erent scaling problems. The task weare trying to solve, however, is really the same in everycase. To a rank-based algorithm such as GENITORthese problems are all identical and there would be nodi�erence in performance no matter which evaluationfunction is used.The use of various \scaling windows" is just oneof several parameters aimed at controlling selectivepressure or population diversity. Grefenstette (1986)discusses the following parameters: 1) population size,2) crossover rate, 3) mutation rate, 4) generation gap,5) scaling window, and 6) selection strategy. All ofthese in some way a�ect the selective pressure. Indeveloping the GENITOR algorithm, there has beenan explicit e�ort to remove as many parameters fromthe algorithm as possible. The GENITOR algorithmallows population diversity and selective pressure to bedirectly controlled.Ranking, Fitness and Schema TheoryThe most serious objection to ranking is that it vio-lates the schema theorem. It might be argued that theaverage of the rank of the genotypes that sample a par-ticular hyperplane does not correspond to the rank ofthe hyperplane's average �tness. But looking at rankingin this way fails to reveal what ranking actually does inthe search space. Ranking acts as a function transfor-mation that assigns a new �tness value to a genotypebased on its performance relative to other genotypes;in other words, rank translates into a assigned �tnessvalue. Further, it assigns �tness values so as to con-sistently \distance" the corners in the hypercube thatare currently being sampled in terms of their relative�tness{thus acting as a kind of smoothing function. No-tice that because of the smoothing e�ect that rankinghas, the hyperplane with the \best average raw �tness"may not be the same as the \best average assigned �t-ness," but this is exactly the kind of e�ect one wishes toachieve with ranking. It reduces the e�ect of exagerated2



di�erences in �tness.If \disruptions" are ignored (and disruptions are thesame whether one uses ranking or �tness proprotionatereproduction) the bottom line is this: ranking will in-crease the representation of schemata that have aboveaverage (mean) \assigned �tness" and reduce represen-tation of schemata that have below average \assigned�tness." The implicit parallelism is the same; the ac-tual �tness values and thus the resulting representationof schemata will be di�erent, but information about2L � 1 schemata is still gained with every string eval-uation. When the ranking function is linear, the mean\assigned" �tness will correspond to the median rankin the population . When a nonlinear function is used,the mean �tness will be shifted toward the top of thepopulation. It is true that if a nonlinear function is usedto assign �tness the genetic algorithm can display hill-climbing tendencies. However, controlling the selectivepressure controls the behavior of the algorithm.A second objection is that ranking discards or ignoresinformation about the search space as revealed by theevaluation function. This objection again fails to seeranking as a function transformation that intentionallydiscards information about the magnitude of �tnessand uses relative magnitude instead. In many realapplications the evaluation function is likely to be aheuristic that simply indicates which strings are betterthan others. In most cases it may not be realistic touse the value generated by the evaluation function tojudge relative di�erences in �tness. Ranking (or evenan approximate ranking) may the best one can expectfrom an evaluation function. There is simply no reasonto believe that most evaluation functions yield an\exact" measure of �tness. And if they do not yield an\exact" measure of �tness, then why insist that \exact�tness" be used?The GENITOR ProjectGENITOR is an acronym for GENeticImplemenTOR, a genetic search algorithm thatdi�ers in two major ways from the standard geneticalgorithms. One major di�erence is the explicit useof ranking. The second di�erence is that GENITORabandons the generational approach and reproducesnew genotypes on an individual basis. It does so in sucha way that parents and o�spring can and typically doco-exist. Theoretical analyses suggests that GENITORmay be less biased against schemata with long de�ninglengths than the standard genetic algorithm. BecauseGENITOR uses a one-at-time reproduction scheme, italso appears to achieve faster feedback relative to therate at which new points of the search space are beingsampled.GENITOR's ability to sample high performance hy-perplanes is captured in the following formula:P (h; t+ 1) � P (h; t) (P (h; t) � P (h; t)Pz FR )+ P (h; t)Pz FR �1� (1� P (h; t) FR) 12 �1 + l(h)L� 1��where Pz is the population size and P (h;t)(Pz FR) is used toestimate the probability that some member of h is re-placed. FR is the �tness ratio. Note that both parents

are selected using FR to bias selection toward high per-formance genotypes. However, the theorem is indepen-dent of how that �tness ratio is derived{it can either becalculated in the usual way or calculated as a functionof the genotype's rank in the population. A derivationand in-depth discussion of this formula is presented in(Whitley 1988b).GENITOR only produces one new genotype at atime, so inserting a single new individual is relativelysimple. Furthermore the insertion automatically ranksthe individual relative to the existing pool{no furthermeasure of relative �tness is needed.Duplicates and Selective PressureOne way to increase a genetic algorithm's abilityto accumulate high performance schemata is to applycrossover probabilistically, which is one idea behind thePc (the crossover rate) in the standard schema theorem.In GENITOR this could be done by making a copy ofthe parent and introducing it as the new o�spring. If Pcis introduced into the GENITOR formula, it does in facttheoretically increase the algorithm's ability to retaininformation about long schemata. However, this ap-proach supplies no new information to the search sinceit does not sample a new genotype and its correspondingschemata.Probabilistic crossover (Pc) allows some genotypes toremain intact. This allocates more trials to high per-formance genotypes since they are the most likely toproduce duplicates during the reproduction/selectionphrase. The result is more copies of what appear tobe high performance schemata, but this process fails totest these schemata (i.e. hyperplanes) in a new con-text until these duplicates undergo recombination. Butwhile this creates additional selective pressure towardschemata contained in the duplicate genotype, it does soin the worst possible way: every duplicate means a lossof genetic diversity in the population. The GENITORalgorithm requires no such safeguard to guarantee thesurvival of the better genotypes in the population.The genetic algorithm community often cites the needto balance exploitation and exploration. However, thishighlights a deeper conict in genetic search{populationdiversity versus selective pressure. Increasing the se-lective pressure tends to reduce diversity and increasesearch speed. Decreasing the selective pressure helps tomaintain diversity, resulting in a slower, although morerobust search. This observation is not novel to biologicalresearchers. However, this observation does add legiti-macy to our emphasis on selective pressure and popula-tion size as the critical variables in a genetic algorithm.Fitness proportionate reproduction does not automati-cally translate into \appropriate" selective pressure. Infact, as was the case with the \lock and tumbler" de-scribed in Section 2, the \exact" value returned by theevaluation function can vary depending on how the eval-uation function is implemented. As another example,one can always square the value returned by the eval-uation function. For feed-forward neural networks theerror at the individual nodes is typically squared andthen summed to generate the error term. Squaring errorat output nodes can even cause genotypes to be rankeddi�erently: e.g. 1 + 5 < 3 + 4; but 1 + 25 > 9 + 16:The point is that the notion of an \exact" �tness valueis more arbitrary than it would at �rst appear. Cal-culating �tness as a function of rank is a simple and3
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Figure 1: This graph shows best performance on function f5 from DeJong's standard test suite. The tests wereaveraged over 100 experiments. The horizonal axis indicates the total number of genotypes evaluated: 100 in theinitial population, plus 900 generated by crossover. Performance is given on the vertical axis.e�ective way to obtain a greater degree of control overselective pressure.In the empirical tests reported in this paper the \re-duced surrogate" 2-point recombination operator devel-oped by Booker (1987) was used. The importance of thisoperator is stressed here for two reasons. First, it canactually reduce the bias toward high ranking genotypesby preventing duplicates; this will help prevent themfrom prematurely dominating the search. This is alsoone of the goals of GENITOR; by removing Pc as a vari-able there will be fewer duplicates and more informationabout hyperplanes in the population. This will not onlyreduce premature convergence, it will also mean thatmore schemata will be tested in a larger number of con-texts. Selective pressure is most fairly distributed in thepopulation when there are no duplicates. For example,duplicates that are ranked 5th and 6th in the popula-tion can end up with more selective advantage than thetop ranked individual in the population. Preventing du-plicates removes an unwanted source of selective bias inthe GENITOR algorithm.Second, there is a subtle heuristic at work in theoperator which we had been working on independentlyfrom Booker. By looking at the reduced surrogates,one is also heuristically reducing the search space. Inother words, the two parents are in agreement aboutthe values of certain bit positions. This agreement hasthe a�ect of reducing that part of the search spacewhich is currently of interest, especially if one looks atthe amount of agreement that exists across several re-combinations. The reduced surrogate operator reectsthat agreement. This insures that o�spring are selectedfrom a part of the search space about which the twoparents are not in agreement. In particular o�springgenerated in this way lie along a minimal edge pathbetween the two parents in a hypercube correspondingto the problem encoding. Consider the following twostrings: 0010000000 and 0000010100. By removingall bits that match between the two strings we obtain{1{0-0{ and {0{1-1{. Given that one crossover occursbetween these \end bits," the o�spring will always bedi�erent from the parent reduced surrogates. Crossingthe reduced surrogates also means that a select part ofthe search space has been focused on. Over numerous

recombinations, this will focus more search towardthose parts of the search space that are least agreedupon in terms of their representation in the population.Empirical Results: The Standard TestSuiteThe GENITOR program has been run on �ve func-tions that are used as standard test functions for geneticalgorithms.The standard genetic algorithm package used for com-parative purposes is the Genesis program (developedand graciously provided by John Grefenstette of theNaval Research Laboratory.) In the original implemen-tation of GENITOR the program checked for and elim-inated duplicates; that is not necessary in the currentimplementation.We found duplicates could be controlled by reduc-ing the bias or selective pressure (i.e. by regulatingthe number of reproductive trials allocated to the topranked genotypes). The reduced surrogate crossoveroperator also helped. Again, both algorithms usedBooker's 2-point reduced surrogate crossover.Typically researchers use four standard ways tomeasure performance (DeJong 1975): online, o�ine,average, and best. Results for all 4 measures andfunction descriptions have been presented elsewhere(Whitley 1988a). Also, since GENITOR varies in twoways from a standard genetic algorithm, to accuratelyevaluate the di�erence between the two algorithmsall four variations were tested: 1) generational re-production using �tness (Genesis), 2) generationalreproduction using ranking, 3) one-at-a-time reproduc-tion using �tness, and 4) one-at-a-time reproductionusing ranking (GENITOR). One thing the resultsdemonstrated is that sometimes search can be im-proved by controlling the selection bias. This is evidentin those cases where the two ranked approaches didmuch better than the �tness proportional approaches.An example of this is given in Figure 1 for function5 (f5); function 5 tests the algorithms' ability toachieve a global search. Considering all �ve functions,GENITOR performed best on f1, f3 and f4. No clearwinner emerged on f2. On f5, as shown in Figure4



1, the rank based generational approach did as wellas (or slightly better than) GENITOR. GENITORcompeted well by all measures; the standard geneticalgorithm never did much better than GENITOR, butGENITOR often did much better than the standardgenetic algorithm.Empirical Results: Three Neural Net-worksThe standard genetic algorithm has been tuned onthese same test functions for over a decade (DeJong1975). The optimization problems posed by neural net-works provide a new and more challenging test of ge-netic algorithms. The genetic algorithms were used tooptimize the connection weights in three neural prob-lems. These are 1) the exclusive-or (Xor) problem, 2)a 424-encoder, and 3) an addition problem (Rumelhart1986). The following discussion assumes some famil-iarity with back propagation and feed-forward neuralnetworks (Whitley 1988c).To optimize neural net connection weights, the prob-lem must �rst be encoded as a binary string. It is as-sumed that (1) nodes and arc connections are alreadyknown to exist (i.e. the net is already con�gured) and(2) each arc weight can take on a prede�ned �nite rangeof settings. The genetic algorithm generates a binarystring representing arc weights in the net. The networkis then run in a feed-forward fashion for each trainingpattern just as if one were going to use back propaga-tion. The sum of the squared error in then accumulated;this value represents the \performance" of the binarygenotype.Eight bits were typically used to represent each con-nection weight; on the 424 problem 4 bits were used.These eight bits were interpreted as a signed magnitudenumber ranging between -127 and +127 with 0 occur-ring twice (-0 and +0).The Xor problem appears to be similar in di�cultyand size to the standard test problems. It is encoded us-ing 72 bits and can be solved after 500 to 1500 recombi-nations. Both GENITOR and Genesis solved the prob-lem easily. Using a population of 200 and using 1500recombinations the average error was 0.00001 per runusing GENITOR. The average error for Genesis underthe same conditions was 0.006. A t-test comparing theresults for online and best performance indicates thesewere signi�cantly di�erent at the .01 level. O�ine wasnot signi�cantly di�erent, largely because Genesis hadbetter early performance, but GENITOR had much bet-ter later performance. On very small populations (i.e.a population size of 50) GENITOR did not perform aswell as Genesis.On the other hand, the performance of GENITORimproved as population size was increased. Populationsize did not have as much e�ect on the performance ofGenesis.The 424-encoder was implemented using 4 bits perlink; the total length of the encoding was 88 bits, butthe solution space was much more di�cult to search.Initial results were averaged over 50 runs using a popu-lation of 200. A t-test indicates that o�ine, online andbest performance are all signi�cantly di�erent at the .01level. Here GENITOR did noticeably better, but the to-tal average error is not really satisfactory. However, itwas found that better solutions could be generated us-ing larger population sizes for GENITOR. An average

error of 0.1 was achieved by increasing population sizeto 1000, but to obtain these results required 50,000 re-combinations. Increasing the population with Genesisdid not seem to help, at least not within a reasonablenumber of recombinations.The adder problem involves adding 2 2-bit numbers.This version of the adder problem had 2 2-bit inputs,4 hidden nodes and 3 output nodes. The layers werefully connected and encoded using 280 bits, 8 bits perconnection. For this problem results are averaged overfewer runs because of the long execution times involved.Initial results compared GENITOR and Genesis on theadder problem with a population size of 2000 after100,000 recombinations. Here GENITOR did noticallybetter than Genesis, but only reduced error to 2.48 (av-eraged over 5 runs). Genesis had only reduced errorto 5.8 after 100,000 recombinations (averaged over 13runs). The t-test indicates that both the o�ine and bestperformance are signi�cantly di�erent at the .01 level.Online performance was not signi�cantly di�erent. TheGenesis code was run again and allowed to continue un-til it achieved similar average best performance (2.48)with a population size of 2000; It required 1,250,000recombinations to reduce average error to 2.48{morethan 5 times the number of recombinations required byGENITOR (averaged in this case over 8 runs). With apopulation of 5000 the GENITOR program reduced theaverage error to 0.5 after 500,000 recombinations (av-eraged over 5 runs). Larger populations have not beenattempted with Genesis because of the long executiontime required.These are not excellent results. We have subse-quently achieved much better neural net optimizationusing increased selective pressure coupled with aspecial mutation operator to sustain diversity. Thiscombination resulted in optimization with greateraccuracy (errors of 1010 and below) and producedthese results up to 10 times faster using a very smallpopulation of 50 genotypes (Whitley 1989).Creating Selective PressureFirst, it should be noted that while more complexmechanisms for selective pressure could possibly bede�ned, a single variable is adequate. Over the pastthree year the GENITOR project has experimentedwith several modes of selective pressure, but we havefound that the following mechanism works as well asany we have tried and has the advantage of beingsimple. .ti 3n For a bias up to and including 2.0, alinear function is used to allocate reproductive trials.(See Appendix One.) In the neural net experimentsreported here a selective bias of 1.5 was found to givethe best overall results. Selective pressures above 1.5lead to premature convergence, while values belowthis failed to drive the search hard enough to achievesimilar results. A bias of 1.5 implies that the topranked individual in the population is 1.5 times morelikely to reproduce (on one reproductive cycle) thanthe median individual in the population. For selectivepressures greater that 2.0 a nonlinear allocation oftrials is used. For example, a selective pressure of 5.0implied that 5% of all reproductive opportunities goto the top ranked position in the populations. 5% ofthe remaining 95% of the reproductive opportunitiesare given the second ranked position, etc. Any residualopportunities are evenly distributed.5



ConclusionsSeveral major conclusions concerning selective pres-sure are suggested.(1) The value returned by an evaluation functionshould not be considered an \exact" measure of �tness.The exact value returned can vary greatly dependingon how the function was implemented. There is sim-ply no reason to believe that the value returned by anevaluation function produces appropriate selective pres-sure, and problems with \super individuals," stagnatingsearches, and premature convergence provide ample ev-idence that it does not.(2) Allocating reproductive trials according to rankprevents scaling problems, since ranking automaticallyintroduces a uniform scaling across the population.(3) Allocating reproductive trials according to rankprovides a means for directly controlling selective pres-sure. Other parameters such as those used with theGenesis package a�ect selective pressure indirectly andimprecisely.(4) Ranking, coupled with one-at-a-time reproductiongives the search greater focus. Once the GENITOR al-gorithm �nds a good genotype it stays in the populationuntil displaced by a better string. This means that thealgorithm is less prone to \wander" in the search spaceand will maintain an emphasis on the best schematafound so far. This also removes the need for \Probab-listic Crossover."(5) Allocating reproductive trials according to rankcan be used to speed up genetic search. We are currentlyfurther testing the use of specialized mutation and in-creased selective pressure to produce faster yet moreaccurate optimization. Selective mutation can help sus-tain genetic diversity, which in turn allows a higher levelof exploitation to be achieved via higher selective pres-sure (Whitley 1989).ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis research was supported in part by a grant fromthe Colorado Institute of Arti�cial Intelligence (CIAI).CIAI is sponsored in part by the Colorado AdvancedTechnology Institute (CATI), an agency of the Stateof Colorado. CATI promotes advanced technologyeducation and research at universities in Colorado forthe purpose of economic development.APPENDIX ONE:A Linear Function for Selective PressureFor selective pressure between 1.0 (random) and 2.0the following linear algorithm is used. The function\random()" returns a random fraction between 0 and1.linear(){ float bias = 1.5; int index; double sqrt;index = POPULATION_SIZE *(bias -sqrt (bias * bias - 4.0 (bias -1) * random()))/ 2.0 / (bias -1);return (index); }
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